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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a controller for
controlling a machine such as a general machine tool,
a laser beam machine or a plasma machine in which
respective axes are driven by servomotors, and more
specifically to a technique for improving machining ac-
curacy and machining speed of the machine controlled
by the controller.
[0002] In a machine tool, a laser beam machine or a
plasma machine, a machining tool of various kinds (for
example, a cutting tool, a drilling tool, a laser beam noz-
zle or a plasma torch) is attached to a machining head
and respective axes for moving the machining head or
a working table which moves relatively to the machining
head are driven by servomotors.
[0003] The servomotor for each axis is controlled by
a servo control section (including a servo CPU and a
servo amplifier) provided for each axis. Each servo con-
trol section controls the servomotor based on a motion
command outputted for each axis from the controller of
the machine, and a position and speed feedback signals
from a pulse encoder provided for each servomotor or
axis.
[0004] The controller reads a program in which a mo-
tion path of the machining tool is specified, and performs
an interpolation calculation to determine a plurality of
interpolation points along the motion path by software
processing. With respect to the interpolation calculation,
there is known a method in which interpolation calcula-
tion is divided into two stages. The two stages are re-
spectively called a primary interpolation and a second-
ary interpolation. In the primary interpolation, interpola-
tion points are defined on the motion path in a predeter-
mined sampling period (first sampling period). The sec-
ondary interpolation further interpolates the interpola-
tion points defined by the primary interpolation. Accord-
ing to the conventional method, the secondary interpo-
lation is performed on a straight line connecting the
interpolation points defined by the primary interpolation.
[0005] In FIG. 1, interpolation points obtained by the
secondary interpolation according to the conventional
method are exemplified in a case where the primary in-
terpolation is a circular interpolation (a motion path A
designated by a program is circular). In FIG. 1, points
P0, P1, P2 and P3 represent interpolation points deter-
mined by the primary interpolation. Those interpolation
points are determined along the circular motion path. In
the conventional method of the secondary interpolation
to be performed subsequently to the primary interpola-
tion, a linear interpolation is performed in the sections
P0P1, P1P2 and P2P3 defined by the interpolation
points P0, P1, P2, P3 obtained as the outputs of the pri-
mary interpolation. Points Q1 to Q23 represent interpo-
lation points outputted in the secondary interpolation ac-
cording to the conventional method.
[0006] As is understood from the example of FIG. 1,
when the secondary interpolation is performed as linear

interpolation, speed of each axis changes abruptly in the
vicinity of the interpolation points P0, P1, P2, P3 defined
by the primary interpolation. Since the speed does not
change smoothly, a problem such as deterioration in
surface roughness of a machined surface arises in an
actual machining.
[0007] Further, since the secondary interpolation is
performed based on speed data derived from the output
of the primary interpolation, speed changes abruptly at
the time of starting and stopping of the motion or passing
a point where a feed rate changes. FIG. 2 is a diagram
for explaining the above, in which an example of feed
rate of a Y axis is shown in the case where a motion
command for each of X, Y and Z axes is outputted based
on the output of the secondary interpolation in the con-
ventional method. The direction of the Y axis corre-
sponds to the direction of Y axis of a coordinate system
shown in FIG. 1 (the Z axis is perpendicular to a plane
of the sheet of FIG. 1.)
[0008] In FIG. 2, the feed rate in sections Q0Q1,
Q1Q2, Q2Q3, ..., Q21Q22, Q22Q23 is shown as a bar
graph divided into twenty three value areas. In the ex-
ample of FIG. 1, since a sequence of points outputted
by the secondary interpolation aligns on three straight-
line sections connected to form a polygonal line, the
feed rate in the Y-axis direction changes abruptly in the
vicinity of the points P0, P1, P2 and P3. When speed in
a section Qi-1Qi (i=1, 2, 3, ..., 23) is represented by Qi,
the feed rate abruptly changes 0 →q1 at the time of start-
ing of motion from P0; q7 → q8 and q8 → q9 before and
after passing the point P1; q15 → q16 and q16 → q17
before and after passing the point P2; and P23 → 0 at
the time of stopping.
[0009] When left as it is, the feed rate of each axis
does not change smoothly. Therefore, acceleration/de-
celeration processing is generally performed on speed
data for each axis after the secondary interpolation in
order to ensure that the feed rate changes smoothly.
However, when each axis is controlled by the accelera-
tion/deceleration processing on the speed data, a path
error is produced such that the resulting path for the ma-
chining tool deviates inwards from the commanded
path. In the example shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the result-
ing path will be a path B as shown in FIG. 3 with respect
to the motion path A specified by the program.
[0010] The above described problems (abrupt
change of the feed rate and a path error by the acceler-
ation/deceleration control) are conspicuous especially
when the machining speed is high. Therefore, in the
controller which performs the two-stage interpolation
according to the conventional method, these problems
hinder not only improvement of machining accuracy but
also increase of machining speed. An example of such
a controller is disclosed in US-A-5,508,596, with the
technique of acceleration/deceleration control being
disclosed in EP-A-0439617.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] An object of the present invention is to mitigate
the above problems in a controller (having a function of
a numerical control) for controlling a machine such as a
machine tool which may be a laser beam machine, a
plasma machine or the like, so as to contribute improve-
ment of machining accuracy and increase of machining
speed of the machine controlled by the controller
[0012] In the present invention according to attached
claim 1, the secondary interpolation is not performed to
form a straight line but performed to form a smooth curve
in the two-stage interpolation of the primary and second-
ary interpolations, possibly by software processing
means included in the controller. Further, in the second-
ary interpolation processing, acceleration/deceleration
control of speed in the tangential direction may be per-
formed to thereby restrain a path error and to effect
smooth change of speed.
[0013] Specifically, according to the present inven-
tion, since the secondary interpolation of the two-stage
interpolation is not performed on a straight line but per-
formed on a smooth curve, change of speed on each
axis is smooth: Moreover when, in a development, ac-
celeration/deceleration control is performed so that
speed in the tangential direction changes smoothly,
change of speed is smooth even at the time of starting
and stopping of the motion or passing a point where feed
rate changes.
[0014] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a
command analyzing section, a primary interpolation
section, a secondary interpolation section, an interme-
diate memory and an acceleration/deceleration control
section are provided in the controller.
[0015] The command analyzing section analyzes a
program and converts the program to data for the pri-
mary interpolation section. The first interpolating section
performs interpolation calculation in each first sampling
period to obtain an interpolation point on a commanded
path, and outputs the obtained interpolation point to the
intermediate memory. The acceleration/deceleration
control section performs acceleration/deceleration con-
trol based on the data stored in the intermediate mem-
ory, and calculates speed in each second sampling pe-
riod. The secondary interpolation section defines a
smooth curve based on output from the acceleration/de-
celeration control section and the data derived from the
intermediate memory, and outputs an interpolation point
on the smooth curve in each second sampling period.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing interpolation points for
explanation of secondary interpolation according to
a conventional methd in the case where primary in-
terpolation is circular interpolation (a motion path A

specified by a program is circular);
FIG. 2 is a diagram for showing change of speed in
the conventional method;
FIG. 3 shows a resulting path B with respect to a
motion path A specified by a machining program in
the example shown in FIGS. 1 and 2;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram schematically showing a
hardware structure of a controller for a machine ac-
cording to an embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 5 is a diagram showing block structure of the
controller according to the embodiment from a view
point of software processing;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart schematically showing
processing for a smooth secondary interpolation
using equations of third degree in the embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a diagram showing interpolation points ob-
tained in the embodiment in the same manner as in
FIG. 1; and
FIG. 8 is a diagram showing change of speed of Y
axis in the embodiment in the same manner as in
FIG. 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0017] FIG. 4 shows an example of a hardware struc-
ture of a controller of a machine according to the present
invention. In FIG. 4, a processor 11 of a controller 10
reads a system program stored in a ROM 12 via a bus
21 and performs a general control of the controller 10 in
accordance with the system program. A RAM 13 in the
form of DRAM, etc. temporarily stores calculation data,
display data and the like.
[0018] A CMOS 14 stores the operation program and
various parameters. The data stored in the CMOS 14
includes a software (programs and related parameters)
for two-stage interpolation processing, as described lat-
er.
[0019] The CMOS 14 is backed up by a battery (not
shown) and functions as a non-volatile memory in which
stored data is not deleted even when a power supply for
the controller 10 is shut down.
[0020] An interface 15 is provided for input/output be-
tween the controller 10 and an external device. An ex-
ternal device 31 such as an offline programming device
or a printer is connected to the interface 15. When a ma-
chining program is prepared by an offline programming
device, the prepared data is inputted through the inter-
face 15 to the controller 10. Data on a machining pro-
gram edited by the controller 10 can be outputted by a
printer.
[0021] A PC (programmable controller) 16 is provided
within the controller 10 and controls a machine in ac-
cordance with sequence programs in a ladder form.
Specifically, the PC 16 converts commands to neces-
sary signals by the sequence programs, and outputs the
signals through an I/O unit 17 to the machine (in this
example, a machine having the above mentioned four
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axes (X axis, Y axis, Z axis and A axis) according to M
functions (miscellaneous functions), S functions (spin-
dle speed functions) and T functions (tool functions)
specified in machining programs. The outputted signals
operate various actuating portions (air cylinders,
screws, electric actuators, etc.) in the machine. Further,
the PC 16 receives signals from various switches on the
machine and an operation panel to perform the neces-
sary processing on the signals and transmits them to
the processor 1.
[0022] A graphic control circuit 18 converts digital da-
ta such as current position data of each axis (each of
the four axes), an alarm, parameters and image data to
graphic signals, and outputs the graphic signals. The
graphic signals are transmitted to a display device 26 in
a CRT/MDI unit 25 and displayed on the display device
26. An interface 19 receives data from a keyboard 27 of
the CRT/MDI unit 25, and transmit the data to the proc-
essor 11.
[0023] An interface 20 is connected to a manual pulse
generator 32 and receives a pulse from the manual
pulse generator 32. The manual pulse generator 32 is
mounted on the machine operation panel, and used for
manually moving/positioning movable parts of the ma-
chine including a working table.
[0024] Axis control circuits 41 to 44 receive to process
motion commands for the individual axes from the proc-
essor 11 and output the commands to servo amplifiers
51 to 54. The servo amplifiers 51 to 54 drive servomo-
tors 61 to 64 for the individual axes in accordance with
the motion commands. The servomotors 61 to 64 for the
individual axes drive three basic axes (X axis, Y axis, Z
axis) and a turning axis (A axis) of the machine. In this
example, the A axis is provided for adjusting an orien-
tation of the working table. Features of the present in-
vention are applied in operation of the three basic axes
(X axis, Y axis, Z axis).
[0025] Reference numeral 644 denotes a pulse coder
as a position detector provided in the servomotor 64 for
driving the A axis. Pulse coders are provided in the ser-
vomotors for the other axes in the same way. Pulses
outputted from the pulse coders are used as position
feedback signals and speed feedback signals.
[0026] A spindle control circuit 71 receives a spindle
rotation command and outputs a spindle speed signal
to a spindle amplifier 72. Receiving the spindle speed
signal, the spindle amplifier 72 makes a spindle motor
73 rotate at the specified rotation speed to thereby op-
erate the machining tool of the machine. In the case
where the machine is a laser beam machine or a plasma
machine, the above mentioned components related to
the spindle are not necessary, and known components
for controlling a laser beam generator or a plasma torch
is added instead.
[0027] Thus, the hardware structure and the basic
function of the controller of the present invention are not
particularly different from those of a conventional nu-
merical controller and the present invention does not re-

quire any special modification of the hardware structure
or the basic function.
[0028] Hereinafter, the technique for performing the
two-stage interpolation and acceleration/deceleration
control by software processing in the controller having
the above hardware structure will be explained. The
block structure of the controller 10 in the embodiment is
illustrated in FIG. 5 from a view point of software
processing.
[0029] In FIG. 5, a command analyzing section ana-
lyzes a command program and converts the program to
data which is appropriate for use in a primary interpola-
tion section. The primary interpolation section executes
interpolation calculation in every first sampling period to
obtain an interpolation point on a commanded path, and
outputs the obtained interpolation point to an intermedi-
ate memory. Data stored in the intermediate memory in-
cludes a motion amount of each axis, a feed rate and a
block length.
[0030] An acceleration/deceleration control section
performs acceleration/deceleration control based on the
data in the intermediate memory to calculate speed in
every second sampling period and outputs the calculat-
ed speed to a secondary interpolation section. The sec-
ondary interpolation section defines a smooth curve
based on the output from the acceleration/deceleration
control section and the data stored in the intermediate
memory, and outputs a point on the smooth curve in eve-
ry second sampling period. The second sampling period
is determined to be shorter than the first sampling peri-
od. For example, the first sampling period is 8 ms and
the second sampling period is 1 ms.
[0031] Various ways of interpolation can be adopted
for the smooth interpolation by the secondary interpola-
tion section. An embodiment will be explained with re-
spect to processing shown in a flowchart of FIG. 6. Here,
in order to simplify the explanation, a way of interpola-
tion using an equation of third degree which represents
an algebraic curve passing through primary interpola-
tion points will be explained. In the following example,
calculation is performed only for two axes, i.e., the X and
Y axes, but the same principle can be applied to an ar-
bitrary number of axes. A section between one primary
interpolation point and the adjacent primary interpola-
tion point to be subjected to the curved interpolation will
be called "segment". Definitions of signs used in the
flowchart are as follows:

P0: a primary interpolation point immediately before
a start point of a segment for which interpolation is
to be performed
P1: a start point of the segment for which interpola-
tion is to be performed
P2: an end point of the segment for which interpo-
lation is to be performed
P3: a primary interpolation point immediately after
the end point of the segment for which interpolation
is to be performed
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L1: a distance between P0 and P1
L2: a distance between P1 and P2
L3: a distance between P2 and P3
∆s: a speed in a tangential direction (motion amount
per the secondary sampling period) outputted from
the acceleration/deceleration processing section
K: a coefficient indicating a proportion of a motion
amount which has not been outputted when seg-
ments are changed over.

[0032] Coordinates of an interpolation point within a
segment is calculated using the following equations. A
time parameter t takes values -L1, 0, L2 and (L2+L3) at
the points P0, P1, P2 and P3, respectively, and the co-
efficients Ax, Bx, Cx, Dx, Ay, By, Cy and Dy are deter-
mined on the condition that the coordinates X(t), Y(t)
take values of coordinates of points P0, P1, P2 and P3
at -L1, 0, L2 and (L2+L3), respectively. Secondary inter-
polation points within the segment P1P2 can be ob-
tained by changing t in the following equation in the
range of 0≤t≤L2.

[0033] X'(t) and Y'(t) respectively represent differen-
tials of X(t) and Y(t) with respect to t. Essentials of
processing in each step are as follows:

[Step S1]: t and K are initialized. Since K is a coef-
ficient indicating a proportion of a motion amount
which has not been outputted when segments are
changed over, K is set to be 1.0 except when seg-
ments are changed over.
[Step S2]: Interpolation of the first segment is per-
formed. Since there exists no primary interpolation
point before the first segment, a different mode of
interpolation from that explained in Step S3 and
succeeding Steps of the flowchart is performed for
the first segment. Details of this mode of interpola-
tion will be omitted.
[Step S3]: Segment for which interpolation is to be
performed is changed over to a next one.
[Step S4]: Whether the segment for which interpo-
lation is currently performed is the last segment or
not is judged. If it is judged to be the last segment,
the procedure proceeds to Step S14 (interpolation
for the last segment). If not, the procedure proceeds
to Step S5.
[Steps S5 to S7]: Coordinates of P0, P1, P2 and P3
are read from the intermediate memory. Lengths L1,
L2, L3 of segments are obtained and coefficients
Ax, Bx, Cx, Dx, Ay, By, Cy and Dy in the equations
X(t) and Y(t) are obtained.
[Step S8]: An increment ∆t of time t is obtained

X(t) = Axt3 + Bxt2 + Cxt + Dx

Y(t) = Ayt3 + Byt2 + Cyt + Dy

based on a motion amount ∆s per the second sam-
pling period, which is calculated by the acceleration/
deceleration processing section, primary differenti-
ated values X'(t) and Y'(t) of X(t) and Y(t), and K.
[Step S9]: The increment ∆t is added to t.
[Step S10]: t and L2 are compared. If t>L2, it is
judged that the segment need to be changed over
to a next one and the procedure proceeds to Step
S13 (calculation of the proportion K of a distance to
be outputted in the next segment). If t≤L2, it is
judged that the secondary interpolation is still in the
same segment, and the procedure proceeds to Step
S11.
[Step S11]: K is set to be 1.0.
[Step S12]: A secondary interpolation point is cal-
culated using the equations X(t) and Y(t), and the
procedure returns to Step S8.
[Step S13]: The proportion K of a distance to be out-
putted in the next segment is calculated.
[Step S14]: Interpolation of the last segment is per-
formed. Since there exists no primary interpolation
point after the last segment, a different mode of in-
terpolation from that explained in Step S3 and suc-
ceeding Steps of the flowchart is performed, as in
the case of the interpolation for the first segment.
Details of this mode of interpolation will be omitted.

[0034] FIG. 7 shows interpolation points defined in the
above embodiment in the same manner as in FIG. 1. In
FIG. 7, P1 to P3 are interpolation points outputted from
the primary interpolation section, and Q0 to Q29 are in-
terpolation points outputted from the secondary interpo-
lation section. As seen from FIG. 7, an actual moving
path is made very close to a commanded path by per-
forming the interpolation of smooth curve (in this exam-
ple, a curve of third order).
[0035] In the above example, in order to simplify the
explanation, the description has been made on the case
where interpolation is performed using an equation of
third degree whose algebraic curve passes through four
primary interpolation points. In other ways of curve in-
terpolation, various curves such as a spline curve, a
Bezier curve, and a B spline curve which are so calcu-
lated that a primary differentiated vector and a second-
ary differentiated vector may be continuous can be
used. Since the techniques of those curve interpolations
themselves are known, detailed explanation of each of
them will be omitted.
[0036] FIG. 8 shows change of speed of the Y axis in
the above embodiment, in the same manner as in FIG.
2. Feed rate in individual sections Q0Q1, Q1Q2,
Q2Q3, ..., Q27Q28, Q28Q29, over the entire moving
path including a start point and a stop point is shown as
a bar graph divided into twenty nine value areas. Since
the sequence of points outputted by the secondary in-
terpolation processing forms a smooth curve, there is
no point where feed rate in the Y axis direction changes
abruptly. Indications q5, q10, q15, q12 on the vertical
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axis indicate speed in sections Q4Q5, Q9Q10, Q14Q15,
Q19Q20, respectively.
[0037] As described above, when a machine such as
a machine tool of any kind, eg. a laser beam machine
or a plasma machine, is controlled by a controller ac-
cording to the present invention, it is possible to reduce
a path error to a minor one and smoothly change speed
of a machining tool. This makes it further possible to im-
prove machining accuracy and increase machining
speed.

Claims

1. A controller for controlling a machine driven by a
servomotor, in which an interpolation is performed
for a motion path (A) of a machining tool specified
by a machining program, to output a motion com-
mand for each axis (X,Y) of the machine, said con-
troller comprising:

primary interpolation means for defining a plu-
rality of primary interpolation points
(P0,P1,P2,P3) based on said specified motion
path of the machining tool; and
secondary interpolation means connected
downstream of said primary interpolation
means;

characterised in that:

said secondary interpolation means is ar-
ranged to perform curve interpolation based on
the primary interpolation points created by said
primary interpolation means, thereby to define
secondary interpolation points (Q0-Q29) on a
smooth curve passing through or in the vicinity
of the primary interpolation points
(P0,P1,P2,P3).

2. A controller according to claim 1, and further com-
prising:

acceleration/deceleration control means for
performing acceleration/deceleration control of
speed in the direction tangential to said curve.

3. A controller according to claim 2, further comprising
command analyzing means for analyzing the ma-
chining program and converting it to data for said
primary interpolation means and an intermediate
memory interposed between said primary interpo-
lation means and said secondary interpolation
means,

wherein said primary interpolating means out-
puts data representing a position of the primary in-
terpolation point on said specified motion path in
each first sampling period based on the data result-

ing from conversion by said command analyzing
means,

said intermediate memory temporarily mem-
orizes data outputted from said primary interpola-
tion means, ,

said acceleration/deceleration control means
performs acceleration/deceleration control based
on the data memorized in said intermediate mem-
ory, and calculates speed in the direction tangential
to said curve in each second sampling period, and

said secondary interpolation means defines
said smooth curve based on output from said accel-
eration/deceleration control means and the data
memorized in said intermediate memory, and out-
puts data expressing a position of the secondary in-
terpolation point on said curve in said each second
sampling period.

4. A controller according to claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein
said secondary interpolation means calculates a
position of the secondary interpolation points on
said smooth curve based on a polynomial of n-th
degree which expresses said curve.

Patentansprüche

1. Steuereinrichtung zum Steuern einer durch einen
ServoMotor angetriebenen Maschine, wobei eine
Interpolation für einen Bewegungsweg (A) eines
Bearbeitungswerkzeugs durchgeführt wird, der
durch ein Bearbeitungsprogramm bestimmt ist, um
einen Bewegungsbefehl für jede Achse (X, Y) der
Maschine auszugeben, welche Steuereinrichtung
umfasst:

ein Primär-Interpolationsmittel zum Definieren
einer Vielzahl von primären Interpolations-
punkten (P0, P1, P2, P3) auf der Grundlage des
bestimmten Bewegungswegs des Bearbei-
tungswerkzeugs und
ein Sekundär-Interpolationsmittel, das strom-
abwärts von der Primär-Interpolationsmittel an-
geschlossen ist,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Sekundär-Interpolationsmittel angeord-

net ist, um eine Kurven-Interpolation auf der Grund-
lage der primären Interpolationspunkte durchzufüh-
ren, die durch das Primär-Interpolationsmittel er-
zeugt sind, um dadurch sekundäre Interpolations-
punkte (Q0 - Q29) auf einer fließenden Kurve zu
definieren, die durch oder in der Nähe der primären
Interpolationspunkte (P0, P1, P2, P3) verläuft.

2. Steuereinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, die ferner Be-
schleunigungs/Verzögerungs-Steuerungsmittel
zum Durchführen einer Beschleunigungs/Verzöge-
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rungs-Steuerung der Geschwindigkeit in der Rich-
tung tangential zu der Kurve umfasst.

3. Steuereinrichtung nach Anspruch 2, die ferner ein
Befehlsanalysiermittel zum Analysieren des Bear-
beitungsprogramms und Umwandeln desselben in
Daten für das Primär-Interpolationsmittel und einen
Zwischenspeicher umfasst, der zwischen dem Pri-
mär-Interpolationsmittel und dem Sekundär-Inter-
polationsmittel angeordnet ist, wobei

das Primär-Interpolationsmittel Daten, die ei-
ne Position eines primären Interpolationspunkts auf
dem bestimmten Bewegungsweg repräsentieren,
in jeder ersten Abtastperiode auf der Grundlage der
Daten ausgibt, die sich aus der Umwandlung durch
das Befehlsanalysiermittel ergeben,

der Zwischenspeicher vorübergehend Daten
speichert, die von dem Primär-Interpolationsmittel
ausgegeben sind,

das Beschleunigungs/Verzögerungs-Steue-
rungsmittel eine Beschleunigungs/Verzögerungs-
Steuerung auf der Grundlage der Daten durchführt,
die in dem Zwischenspeicher gespeichert sind, und
die Geschwindigkeit in der Richtung tangential zu
der Kurve in jeder zweiten Abtastperiode berechnet
und

das Sekundär-Interpolationsmittel die flie-
ßende Kurve auf der Grundlage eines Ausgangssi-
gnals des Beschleunigungs/Verzögerungs-Steue-
rungsmittels und der Daten definiert, die in dem
Zwischenspeicher gespeichert sind, und Daten, die
eine Position eines sekundären Interpolations-
punkts auf der Kurve ausdrücken, in jeder zweiten
Abtastperiode ausgibt.

4. Steuereinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, wobei
das Sekundär-Interpolationsmittel eine Position der
sekundären Interpolationspunkte auf der fließen-
den Kurve auf der Grundlage eines Polynoms n-ten
Grades berechnet, das die Kurve ausdrückt.

Revendications

1. Un dispositif de commande pour commander une
machine entraînée par un servomoteur, où une in-
terpolation est effectuée pour un trajet de déplace-
ment (A) d'un outil d'usinage spécifié par un pro-
gramme d'usinage, pour délivrer une instruction de
déplacement pour chaque axe (X, Y) de la machine,
ledit dispositif de commande comprenant :

des moyens d'interpolation primaires pour dé-
finir une pluralité de points d'interpolation pri-
maires (P0, P1, P2, P3) sur la base dudit trajet
de déplacement spécifié de l'outil d'usinage ; et
des moyens d'interpolation secondaires reliés
à l'aval desdits moyens d'interpolation

primaires ;

caractérisé en ce que :

lesdits moyens d'interpolation secondaires
sont disposés pour effectuer une interpolation
en ligne courbe sur la base des points d'inter-
polation primaires créés par lesdits moyens
d'interpolation primaires, de manière ainsi à dé-
finir des points d'interpolation secondaires
(Q0-Q29) sur une ligne courbe régulière pas-
sant par ou au voisinage des points d'interpo-
lation primaires (P0, P1, P2, P3).

2. Un dispositif de commande selon la revendication
1, et comprenant en outre :

des moyens de commande d'accélération/dé-
célération pour effectuer une commande d'ac-
célération/décélération de vitesse dans la di-
rection tangentielle à ladite ligne courbe.

3. Un dispositif de commande selon la revendication
2, comprenant en outre des moyens d'analyse
d'instructions pour analyser le programme d'usina-
ge et le convertir en données pour lesdits moyens
d'interpolation primaires ainsi qu'une mémoire in-
termédiaire interposée entre lesdits moyens d'inter-
polation primaires et lesdits moyens d'interpolation
secondaires,

où lesdits moyens d'interpolation primaires
délivrent des données représentant une position du
point d'interpolation primaire sur ledit trajet de dé-
placement spécifié dans chaque première période
d'échantillonnage sur la base des données résul-
tant d'une conversion par lesdits moyens d'analyse
d'instructions,

ladite mémoire intermédiaire mémorise tem-
porairement des données délivrées par lesdits
moyens d'interpolation primaires,

lesdits moyens d'accélération/décélération
effectuent une commande d'accélération/décéléra-
tion sur la base des données mémorisées dans la-
dite mémoire intermédiaire, et calculent une vitesse
dans la direction tangentielle à ladite ligne courbe
dans chaque seconde période d'échantillonnage, et

lesdits moyens d'interpolation secondaires
définissent ladite ligne courbe régulière sur la base
de signaux de sortie desdits moyens de commande
d'accélération/décélération et des données mémo-
risées dans ladite mémoire intermédiaire, et déli-
vrent des données exprimant une position du point
d'interpolation secondaire sur ladite ligne courbe ré-
gulière dans chaque seconde période d'échantillon-
nage.

4. Un dispositif de commande selon la revendication
1, 2 ou 3, dans lequel lesdits moyens d'interpolation
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secondaires calculent une position des points d'in-
terpolation secondaires sur ladite ligne courbe ré-
gulière sur la base d'un polynôme du énième degré
qui exprime ladite ligne courbe.
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